
 

  

MUTINY & ACTIVE COOP UNDERWAY TO UNDERMINE US DEMOCRACY UNDERWAY, TERRORISM 
(ACTIVE TERRORIST CELL), TREASON, USE OF WMD UPON U.S. CITIZENS. MILLIONS OF LIVES IN 
CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER. ALL PHOTOGRAPHICS, BLOOD, SKIN, TISSUE REPORTS AND 
PSYOPS EXPERIENCE PROVIDED BY: RYAN PATRICK MICHELL OF CISTECH.INFO  

Biological, Neurological, Chemical, Microbial and Psyops warfare is currently verified as being unleashed 
upon the American public all 50 states (with 100% certainty and evidence in hand). This is the #1 threat to 
both Americans, National Security and human life as it employs MK or Mind Kontrol Technologies designed to 
disable, disorientate, brainwash, groom, condition, destroy, kill, poison, disease, manipulate and modify the 
targeted victims actions. GOVERNMENT ACTION IS NEEDED TO INTERVENE IMMEDIATELY – SAVE 

 

ACTION REQUIRED 
IMMENIENT THREAT TO USA 
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IMMENIENT THREAT TO USA - OVERVIEW 
ACTIVE MUTINY UNDERWAY BY IDENTIFIED EMPLOYEES OF THE FBI (6), DOJ (3), CIA (8), 
DARPA (4), HOME LAND SECURITY (2), ATF (1), DEA (1), U.S. ARMY (4), U.S. MARINES (2), U.S. 
AIR FORCE (5) AND U.S. SPACE FORCE (2) UTILIZING WMD’S TO ENSNARE, EXPLOIT, 
SILENCE, GROOM AS STRAWMAN (Manchurian Candidate) AND KILL U.S. CITIZENS (posing 
problems): Mass distribution of Nano particles which are known to be radioactive (induction of 
electromagnetic radiation) and highly electrostatic (magnetic) nano mesh nets which are charged and 
collect debris (waste materials, ensnares, attracts & grows bacteria, viruses, microbes and metals) and 
deployed upon victim Ryan Michell and his significant other have been exposed to heavy doses of 
nanotoxicity, genetically altered microbes, psyops conditions/grooming/blanket slating, nano nets, 
mesh, particles. Chemical warfare: sedatives, drugs, neurotoxins, human waste as is their 
neighborhood which is the equivalent of a U.S. Government sponsored “dirty bomb” and bio, nano, 
chem, psyops and neuro warfare upon the public without legal, ethical or logical precedence or 
ratification by congress declaring war. The addition of a Weaponized RNM variant is in use in all 50 
states as CISTECH.INFO and upon victims listed above along with victims registered, interviewed and 
verified numbering 600 coast to coast in a small sample taken from (rendering emotional & mental 
manipulation and modification covertly, subconsciously, subliminally and overtly or cochlear comm 
loop), Psyops (tormenting, grooming, conditioning, misleading citizens and service demanding 
members to commit suicide, commit acts of violence and domestic terrorism or False Flag events to 
conceal “Master Plan” ), Nanotechnology in active use (BMI – Brain machine Interfaces, 
Communications, Drugging – Nano Sedation delivery, Electrodes – Accessing multiple areas of the 
victims brain for “control, blanket slating and neural impairment” both transcranial and internally beyond 
the blood brain barrier, used in Memory erasing/Blanket Slating attempts upon Ryan Michell and 
successful in rape cover up of Valentina Sysa (Attempting to Infuse Multiple Personalities – Manchurian 
Candidate (In suggested attempt to garner a Domestic Terrorism plot), gain of function research, 
human experimentation, human trafficking, Rape, Murder, slavery, human harvesting, Poisoning – 
Nanotoxicity, Radiation (RNM use of ionizing EMF, Nano Mesh induction of EMF & Nano Particles – 
Electrostatic & Radioactive), Brain Damage, Non consensual neural transplants are being harvested by 
FBI, ARMY, NAVY, AIR FORCE, SPECIAL OPS, DARPA, CHILDREN and CIA employees from Ryan 
Michell’s (thought to number thousands) matching his DNA profile. This copies his neural synapsis and 
to expand neural network of “HIVE MIND” HUMIT group called the “Serpents” or “Vampires”. Victim 
Ryan Michell is non consensually being victimized in taking neural clones and copies essentially 
afflicting him with “neural soul snaring”, neural slavery/dilution of his neural capacity, ability and of 
natural self well being and causing great bodily harm and psychological duress in division of abilities to 
benefit unknown neural outputs within and hierarchical pyramid scheme (reverse in that many victims 
are daisy chained together and yoked for human capital benefit while few outputs benefit from physical 
capital and general agencies benefit for HUMIT) of the Neural Network that is maintained by U.S. 
Government and imposes upon victim a computer or virtual construct known as the Matrix which is a 
virtual “neural prison” housing both “Aware and Unaware” utilizing DNA and neural signature to abduct 
and enslave victims “wirelessly” and invisibly to the naked eye. Some victims have knowledge of the 
Matrix while other have their neural signature copied and a avatar created and placed within the Matrix 
and they suffer mental and physical aliments without knowledge. Observers without knowledge fail to 
comprehend infliction of torment, torture, manipulation and modification of victim behavior while a third 
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party ROD “drives” occupies victims neural hemispheres to control victim and represents the “unaware” 
virtual clone without their knowledge or consent.  

Electroshock/Electromagnetic Field manipulation and disruption of victims biofield, body, brain is 
adversely affecting victims with intent to “blanket slate” erase memory, wipe and infuse alter 
personality, cause brain damage, compel performance, weaken and kill victims. The biofield itself 
amounts to 80% of the human immune system and significant amplitude causes gravitational 
anomalies to victimize the person being targeted. The nano additive makes victims extremely electro 
static and moves a directional current through the victim and group to transfer data emissions and 
physical capital extracted and obtained covertly, this also explains the electronic disruptions that are 
common to victims experience when grounded, this also causes extreme pain frequently at the 
discretion of the ROD using it as a torture method both externally and internally via nano tape, mesh, 
net, electrode, gel and remote magnetic field modification or manipulation.  

ROD’s deploy DARPA’s N3 Nano Gel, mesh, net, tape, tubulars, particles, fibers, strings, microbes and 
fungal munitions for multiple of purposes including but not limited to incapacitate the victim, conceal, 
disable, destroy, groom, confuse, intimidate, scare, retaliate, brainwash, manipulate and modify victims 
behavior. For example, it is used in Dividing the victims Neural Hemispheres like with Ryan Michell for 
which Teams of ROD’s “work” each hemisphere to communicate, talk through, misrepresent, utilize in 
metadata computation and analysis for context and reason. This includes analysis and second opinion 
of predictive modeling and to create falsified neural signature recordings amongst many other nefarious 
“shady” behavioral modifications to the victim while they are concentrating on one question they are 
being tricked and asked another on the opposite hemisphere by the other team purposely trapping 
them into a “false confession” by design. Then they erase on mend the “wanted recording” to justify 
further investigation, evidence or fake proof to enhance tactics, trick family members and significant 
others. This is how the family members/significant others get involved in these heinous exploitation and 
human trafficking rings. This electroshock therapy or electrocution of the victims can be Transcranial  
externally and internally used as Physical Restraints much like rope or handcuffs demobilizing and 
incapacitating the victim to be abused further or disorient then enough to inflict the intend damage (AKA 
the chains abuses, assaulting, torturing and falsely imprisoning the victims coinciding with the neural 
prison “construct”, cochlear/visual torment induction, mental/emotional modification, biological, 
chemical, neurological and psyhops weapons and literal dirty bomb unleased upon residential 
neighborhoods). My neighborhood is one of them as I have viewed drones drop off and drug across the 
neighbors house and yard was several large sheets of nano mesh for low altitude either retrieved or 
repurposed and I have witnessed the my patio “drip” from a transparent gel liquid DEW like substance 
onto me and on another occasion a short burst of “rain” like small pattern upon my neighbors roof (only) 
while siting outside. Together these materials form a weapon and collection system for both cleanup of 
the nano technology and collection of assets extracted from the human. Nano in electro magnetic and 
attracts debris where the gel holds it as is absorbs into the skin. The mesh sheets literal wrap victims 
externally and internally coat lungs and organs holding debris within the body. Even without debris 
these substances are highly toxic causing Nanotoxcity. Add nano particles, fecal matter, hazardous 
waste and reused without been satanized and you have a radioactive, debris filled dirty bomb.  
Electrified this is restricts or cease the victims ability to move their muscles and deprive the victim of air 
and motor functions disabling electricity them and causing significant vulnerability, pain, discomfort and 
death.  
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I have noticed this nano mesh in my garage and various portions of my house including the kitchen, 
living room and bedroom. Residue is throughout our house and has draped me while sleeping. I also 
observed it being used in conjunction with holograms and almost nightly staged “rape” scenes upon my 
significant other by enlisted men from the Navy, Army and Darpa attempting to as they state cochlearly 
that they are trying to “impregnant” her (remember the nano particles delivery drugs and medication. 
Why not sperm?). I know this is also used to “electrocute” her brain as she is very forgetful of even the 
previous nights events, things said and is slow in recognizing “vulnerable” and dangerous positions. For 
example: The RODS the previous night read off a “laundry list” of things to come negatively affected 
our lives including “making her dog disappear forever”. The dog did in fact end up missing and I was 
run in circles trying to find him. They even attempted to ransom the dog and when my significant other 
got home she was upset with me as they said she would be. Later she left the house telling me only 
that the someone found the dog in chandler which is 10 plus miles from our house. It’s unlikely the dog 
ran 10 miles in the dark, yet she didn’t pick up on the danger and called them “nice people” even 
though I explained the situation.  

This nanotech is used in many violent fashions such as Strangulations, Choaking, Asphyxiation, 
Aspiration, heart attacks, stroke, brain bleed, electrocution, bone loss, tooth decay, phosphenes, 
tinnitus, migraines, intellectual property theft, heavy metal poisoning, nanotoxicity from nano particles, 
DNA disorders/disruptions from traverse scalar wave infiltration and nano electro static self assembly, 
manipulation of bio matter into structures capable of dismantling systems within the human body and its 
disrupting it symbiose. Staging processes over time cause significant neural and cognitive disorders 
along with the “doping” or sedation applied by the RODs which has happened to me and my significant 
other several times including the night I was told she would be violently gang raped (she also doesn’t 
remember the incident but blames me as the ROD’s state they made a CG video of me raping her 
which I would never do. I have proven over 10 security videos on a jump drive to be “computer” 
enhanced placing my face over the CIA clean up person. It also has caused me sepsis, nervous, 
endocrine, limbic and circulatory system dysfunctions that are evident by my blood results and the 
tissue samples pictures provided below. Nano particles delivery neural toxins, Psychedelic substances 
like DNT, yoke gland Releases of DMT stored in the body along with other chemicals like serotonin and 
dopamine amongst many other neural chemical changes and release mechanisms are accessed by 
these technologies. Genetically altered microbes collected from blood and tissue account for the 
biological weapons used upon Ryan Michell as a victim and meant to control, disguise, and worsen his 
health situation (I have 6 on hand).  Additional additives such a Spore Pods were delivered into my 
lungs introducing Psylocibin or an equivalent hallucinogen – I make these reference based on the “root” 
like biological structure collected and compare it to the fungal likeness of mushroom roots causing 
hallucinations. These are added to the body to enhance Visual Cortex Induction, experience, stimuli 
and hologram projections through frequency modulation. It is also used to disrupt lung and repository 
function causing sickness and concealing other genetically altered microbial weapons systems.  Human 
Harvesting, Illegal Human Experimentation and Illegal HUMIT Program in use under the disguise of 
NATIONAL SECURITY to conceal great civilian suffrage and an ongoing MUTINY and COOP in 
progress within the United States. Millions of U.S. Citizens are in immediate need of medical 
assistance, protection and help as there is no greater threat to the National Security of our country then 
the protection of our constitutional rights and democracy. The “Wager” style militant group that has 
infiltrated the U.S. Government is literally pushing totalitarian dictatorship style ideologies of submitted 
to a nazi type jurisdiction and seeding all rights of yourself and abilities to a “Master” or owner. They 
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treat victims like slaves stealing their hope and American dream, their birthright of civil liberties and 
providing no assistance other than systematic lies and mistruths that deplete the victims into former 
shells of themselves.  

Human harvesting is taking place specifically regarding Phonon/DNA cultivation/destruction and 
extraction of adrenochrome like “oily” substance and “implants” which are all collected and consumed 
by the members of this group suggested to be led by Special Agent Phillip Bates of the FBI’s phx gms 
JTTF and U.S. Attorney Kristen J. Brook as offered by themselves. She is also the apparent ROD 
misrepresenting my significant others “false” digital clone and subliminally/subconscious causing her 
great duress as per her conscious and our relationship. My significant other seem empty and agitated 
most of the time with her eye dilated. I have also witness the heinous internal deposit of Brain 
matter/neural threads and their removal that are initiated from inside the skull by a Femonano Plasma 
laser drilling “worm holes” that are evident within the victims brain causing damage and burns. They are 
delivered adjacent to the victims then activated by a second DNA BIO frequency coded laser tuned to 
the targeted victim (Bio coded direct energy weapons or DNA bio resonance frequency). These plasma 
nano technologies act as mirrors to focus electro magnetic radiation on to the victim or focal point like a 
microwave telescope or provide surveillance and ensure communication signals operatethe everything 
from the internal/eternal electrodes, nano mesh, nets, tubulars, external hologram enhancements or 
lenses placed over the victims eyes. This accounts for the chemical, neurological and psyops (Nano is 
one of several cochlear paradigms options available to covertly communicate with the victim via 
infrared and electromagnetic for ultra security and possibly cellular distribution. This ensuring said 
audible torment is imperceivable to anyone else but the intended victim making it impossible to say the 
targeting was an accident).  Microbial and fungus munitions have been deployed and expended 
cartridges are in my possession, Sonic and DNA BIO coded directed energy weapons are currently in 
active use upon U.S. Citizens.  

Psychological/Emotional/Mental torture and conditioning via audible and visual stimulation are constant 
without privacy or peace and include excitation or the saturation infrared upon the victims cells are 
common place, PTSD upon victims is common based on extreme duress caused throughout traumatic 
the event. Hence “Flashing” or blanket slating transracially to remove the memory is a daily event “short 
term and long term”. Victims are often urged to kill themselves referred to as “suicide without consent”. 
Suicide rates amongst targeted individuals is high including service members, children, adults and the 
elderly as they don’t understand the source and can not stop the agitation. Targeted victims are 
conditioned to harm others as ROD’s groom them to believe their aggressors are local or known within 
their lives in some fashion (family, friends, exs, neighbors etc). They are also groomed to commit 
domestic terrorism events as in many cases support this fact through evidence. Slow Kill or long term 
death through radiation poisoning, malnutrition, nano toxicity, metal toxicity, cellular dysfunction, organ 
failure often take years based on exposure rates and conceal the fact that the “U.S. Targeting” Program 
is a long term, long standing GENOCIDE, GENTRIFICATION AND SOCIAL ENGINEERING 
PROGRAM centered around COMMUNISTIC IDEALS, VALUES and FUNDAMENTALS. This is 
contrary to our DEMOCRACTIC FOUNDATION and proves not only is the practice unconstitutional on 
its face but it IS IN FACT A MUTINY in the organized fashion and an Infiltration of our system of law 
and governance amounting to government sponsored Assassinations without legal authority. These 
actions are undoubted terrorism upon U.S. Citizens, Treason on behalf of all of those acting in an 
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official capacity on behalf of the United States Government and JUSTICE MUST BE SERVED BY 
ARRESTING EVERY U.S. Government Agent, Employee, Official, Contractor and Solider Involved.  

 Constitutional Violations: Terrorism, Treason, Cruel and Unusual Punishment, Lack Of Due Process, 
Warrantless Surveillance, Illegal search and seizure, Invasion of Privacy, Failing to Mirandize, Negating 
Right To Counsel, Negating right to face your accuser, Unwarranted Interrogation, eliciting False 
Confession, Obstruction of Justice, Failure to provide right to mount far trial, Denying right to an 
impartial jury of ones peers and denial of basic human rights as entitled.  CIVILIAN ASSISTANCE 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY – VICTIMS ARE UNDER EXTREME DURESS MENTALLY, PHYSICALLY 
AND EMOTIONALLY. 

DETAILED FORMAT 

Cognitive Investigative Services, an Arizona Non-profit and Cognitive Abuse Investigator Ryan Michell 
reveal with certainty, physical proof and the witness testimony of hundreds of verified victims (not 
excluded millions of Americans are currently being victimize) by U.S. Government technologies, 
weapons system, Intelligence & Investigative Agencies, their officials, their employees and contractors  
all acting in an official capacity on behalf of United States of America. Weapons of war and tactics have 
intentionally unleashed upon our citizenry by methods of Chemical, Biological, Microbial, Neurological 
and Psychological operations directed upon our society tormenting, torturing, irradiating, poisoning, 
harvesting human capital, enslaving, facilitating Interstate Human Trafficking, Falsely Imprisoning U.S. 
Citizens by means neural signature obduction, restrained by Nanotechnology, forcing BBI (Brain to 
Brain Interface) of HIVE MIND for means of illegal gain of function reach, theft of intellectual property, 
heinous human experimentation, illegal intelligence gathering, psychological blanket slating and 
fulfillment of “False Flag” groomed Manchurian Candiate style domestic terrorist events, torture, terror 
and technically induced torment. The use of previously classified technologies not well known to 
common citizens, the public or law enforcement amounts to modern day slavery and neural 
concentration camps in plain view of society. This is intentionally concealed by the guise of National 
Security necessity hiding non consensual HUMIT program, targeting program, gentrification program, 
mind control program which utilizes nano technology Darpa N3 to control, operate, disable and kill U.S. 
Citizens. Sometime they are misdiagnosed with mental illness, substance abuse, paranoia and general 
conspiracy theory as deferment and coverup from the truth of this atrocity. CIS was proof in 
possession. For factual reference none of the above stated camouflages are legal, ethical, 
constitutional or just highlighting the wide spread destruction caused to victims and our communities. 
The United States Targeting Programs amount to the equivalent of a “Death Warrant” without consent 
or protection from law enforcement leaving victims with no place to turn for help. Variations of these 
HUMIT programs originated from MK-Ultra, Geuna Pig, Project Blue Beam, Monarch amongst others 
and are now referred to as Project Ventriloquist with technological Nano Technology provided by 
DARPA’S N3 program.  

This CIA programs evolution over decades has literally been responsible for killing millions of 
Americans without legal authority, warrant, consent, indictment, trial, sentencing or remedy. Death of 
these innocents victims may comes from assisted suicide without consent as urged by PSYOPS 
operators, localized government sponsored terrorist cells facilitated by the FBI known as Gang stalking 
Units and allegiant underprized convert operatives without legal sanction to partake in investigative, 
interrogations or surveillance. Psyops field manuals show case the standard operating procedure and 
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tactical interactions Remote Neural Operators deploy upon U.S. Citizens falsely imprisoned within 
these U.S. Govt Neural Networks which are facilitated, initiated, participated, incentivized, monitored 
and maintained by the U.S. Govt and various intelligence agencies. These classified U.S. Govt Neural 
Network utilize little known technologies such as cochlear heterodyning by which hostile Remote 
Operators “groom” and condition victims into fulfilling predetermined outcomes much like  “Manchurian 
Candidates”. Victims are brainwashed or lead to near insanity who then commit violence against others 
(such as well documented acts of domestic terrorism, mass shootings and domestic violence etc) This 
behavior and reaction is nurtured by hostile ROD’s forced the victims into submission, conformity to a 
cult like cause or to accept government sponsored assassination themselves if they do not accept the 
will of the Mob or Gang mentality. U.S. Govt ROD’s utilize local “enforcers” also known as allegiant 
Proxies fulfill mob theatre, threats of violence and even hits upon innocent non-conforming victims 
which keeps Government hands clean of involvement although the network records every profile in use 
by the NSA, CIA, DARPA and U.S. Military.  They network continuing growing by referral of the FBI 
JTTF Official to the TSBD/NIS Code 3 & 4 List then they often disappear into a deep rabbit hole of 
obscurity and lack of transparency. Enforcers keep the non conformist in line as these neural clusters of 
Confidential Human Sources are wireless “chained” with DARPA’s N3 programs nano technologies 
utilized for convert and secured looped communications with the victims which are imperceivable to 
anyone but the victims, enforcers, ROD’s and ISA. This nano technology is used as a torture device of 
electronic dog collar for location and electrocution purposes and all encompassed in a Computer 
Construct within is literally beaming into the victims head mentally solidifying a neural prison for which 
there is no escape, assistance or off switch. Neural clusters are maintained by region and 
compartmentalized within a national neural network. The induction of EMF radiation from this ionizing 
form of weaponized remote neural monitoring inflicts a wide range of physical and neurological 
diseases upon the victims such as cancers, organ failure (heart attack, kidney failure etc), sepsis, 
malnutrition, cellular deformation, nervous system disorders, limbic system disorders, endocrine system 
disorders, brain bleeds, strokes, aneurisms, dementia, brain damage, bone loss, tooth decay, skin 
thinning. This radiation over time is a death warrant in itself “covertly” without addition weapons 
systems munitions, PSYOPS torment, Nanotoxicity, Sonic pulse, Microbial and Fungal munitions 
additives. 

This Nanotechnological is designed for warfare, destruction, death, grooming, drug/poison/neurotoxin 
delivery and nanotoxicity are responsible for the  intentional poisoning of victims which comes in 
various forms: drug/poison/toxin delivery and nanotoxicity by contaminating the victims home, water, 
food, bedding, shower, vehicle, clothing and saturating the victims body by absorption into their skin. 
Injection into their mouth and airway, nasal passages, eyers, ears, rectum and genitals. All this while 
ridiculing and chastising the victims as to their nefarious actions and impunity as per the U.S. 
Government to get away with it. Most ritualistic daily torture exercises involve a great deal of humiliation 
and pain caused upon the victim by these U.S. Government ROD’s including nightly electroshock 
therapy via DARPA N3 Nano mesh nets and a variety of harpoons dug into my back or stomach. This 
DARPA N3 nano mesh is used  to wrap the victims face and body while sleeping and forced into their 
mouths restrict their airways with a cotton fiber textures nano material literally used choke the victims 
by injecting it into their throats, stomachs, lungs, organs and causes breathing issues. I have 
experienced the ROD choke me with this nano mesh on various occasion mimicking “water boarding” in 
which I literally struggled to pull out the foreign mesh for 40 mins, choking and gasping for my breath.  
This has happened many times in various fashions including involving a sexual assault for which the 
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gel electrodes where shoved into my penis, underneath my testicles and used to sodomize me without 
consent and against my sexual orientation to humiliate and destroy me psychologically. This ROD 
leader known as ERIC which is also a call “sign” cover name for a Cognitive Science Operator I can 
personally ID originally at Langley. I am constantly tortured nightly along with threats of the same 
happening to my significant other.  

They claim to rape her nightly and I have witness the nano mesh hologram upon our bed portraying the 
figures of multiple strange man sexually assaulting her on several occasions (CIA, ARMY, NAVY and 
DARPA, SIS and Special Agent Phillip Bates Gang stalking CHS crew). These U.S. Govt 
representatives, suggest they are attempting to impregnant her with another man’s semen unwittingly 
to her and have said to have added five additional sexual deviants to her neural signature file which is 
current “covertly” RNM’d in which she is subliminally and subconsciously messaged and manipulated 
by emotional and mental state modification capabilities. Within the EBL she is represented as a 
prostitute and constantly sexual assaulted are audibly and visually rendered to cause me great distress. 
Further, one must consider the SUBCONSCIOUS reaction to being constantly raped as she sleeps 
utilizing a neural construct non consensually. Although she does not speak of it and I know she is 
unwitting to this technology I see the sadness in her eyes. Discontentment in her actions and overall 
behavior and it is also very disconcerting for me as I am aware and can do nothing about it other than 
make a scene publicly for which she will not understand or patience try to help her process through her 
feeling for which I know to be truthful. This is government sponsored RAPE, abuse and human 
trafficking utilizing psychological weapons technologies. Operators from multiple EBLS including the 
CIA, NSA, DARPA, U.S. Military and Proxy allegiant thugs have consistently attempted to separate us 
as a couple for the last 2 years provided a constant source of subliminal turmoil. I am constantly told to 
leave our home by these operators and that they OWN her, control her and will kill her if I do not abide 
by their demands and consent to their dictatorship.  

She is unwittingly cloned into this virtual computer construct and subconsciously beamed pornography 
as I am witness to against our will and tastes. I have confirmed their neural abuse and monitoring upon 
here as she reacts to the suggestions and verbal ques of the male operators messaging as it is told to 
me audibly, she is constantly aware of facts she should not be and angerly overreacts to situations that 
seem over blown, she seems to have a constant “mind block” restricting my ability to communicate or 
connect with her, she is constantly agitated and as per the ROD’s threats and negative subliminal 
direction for my non compliance the their demands. They have even suggested they arrange or “make 
and brake” up relationship including ours. She constantly believes I am either cheating on her and that I 
am using my money inappropriately which I am not.  She constantly forgets many situations and 
instances for which we were together as I couple and admit to “blanket slating or wiping memories” all 
this while they admittedly apply TMS or transcranial magneto to her brain. Approximately 1.5 years ago 
when the overt psychological torment began and I was attempting to understand the wholistic situation 
my significant other and I were at odds. I was told she was cheating on me with another and 
unfortunately took the bait by addressing it with her and leaving to stay at a hotels. That night the 
ROD’s and allegiant proxies gang stalkers (numbering 8 for which I can identify as Special Agents 
Bates Gangstalking covert unit) threatened to brake in and rape my significant ot`00her and said they 
were going to video tape the crime. Concerned I call her and she was noticeably SEDATED (heavily 
medicated – not inebriated based on her voice and reactions – slurring words). Upon a brief 
conversation I told her I loved her and goodnight (My phone causing damage to the epiphyseal gland, 
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pituitary gland, thyroid gland, thoracic gland, pancreatic g-land, suprarenal gland, testis and ovaries. 
Victims also die from nanoparticle radiation poisoning. These nanoparticles pollute their bodies, homes, 
families, significant others and communities non consensually and unwittingly on behalf of the victim. 
This nanotechnological is also used as an explosive to cause ruptures to the victims blood vessels, 
brain and vital organs. It is imperative that U.S. Govt. Officials and Employees take immediate action to 
save lives. 

Further genetically altered exposure to a variety of microbes and fungal munitions tailored to enhance 
detriment to the victim and conceal or camouflage the uses of the above mentioned technologies and 
weapons systems are in current use. U.S. Citizens are literally dying and immediate interdiction is 
required to save lives. We have proof and samples of all U.S. Government weapons systems utilized 
above and below.  

We prove these facts through blood, tissue and skin examinations and samples in our possession for 
which we would willingly share upon official government request and aggressive investigation. Ryan 
Michell through his experience, blood results, tissue samples, victimization and ongoing symptoms 
continues to attempt to “Ring the liberty Bell” and bring law enforcement awareness, public 
understanding and action through this “CIVILIAN DISCLOSURE” of gross governmental abuse of war 
grade munitions upon U.S. Citizens. These victims are often referred to as Targeted Individuals, the 
Gang stalked or community stalked and two variation exist: #1 The true Victim who is tormented and 
tortured daily without law enforcement assistance or reprieve and #2 Former victims who are allegiant 
proxies and chosen to become local “mob theatre enforcers” who have either been paid or leveraged to 
participate, comply and assist in the U.S. Government in the ongoing extortion, exploitation, degrading, 
grooming, trafficking, torture, torment and indignation of new or non conformist targeted victims. 
Demographically victims they come different backgrounds from soccer moms, veterans, children to the 
elderly and felons; ranging in ages (we have verified, interviewed and have as supportive witness) from 
3 years old to 65 years old. All verified victims we attempt to assist and screen for authenticity have 
varying personal experiences by design of the Psyops experience inflicted upon them but nearly all the 
exact same symptoms deriving from the technical induction of U.S. Bio Coded Directed Energy Patents 
listed at the end of this brief and have been exposed to a “text book” style staging process utilizing a 
variety of weapons systems based on their human capital potential and non consensual harvesting 
purpose. These weapons systems in further detail include:  
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1) Remote Neural Monitoring with human modification capabilities (Illegal Surveillance – Violation 
of FISC 702) – Covert (Subliminal & Subconscious Decision making, mental and emotional 
state Modification, thought to text/speech aka “synthetic mind reading”, visual memory and 
thoughts stored on D-wave IBM quantum servers and induction of visual stimuli to fulfil 
predetermined outcome desired by ISA (Identification System Administrator, ROD’s and Proxy 
CHS – Confidential Human Sources ) RNM is a convert receiver in this application inducing 
ionizing electro magnetic radiation upon the victim. EBLS (electronic brain link systems) utilizing 
a victims unique neural signature (like a finger print and specific to 1 person on earth). This can 
also be abused by submitting the victim to multiple EBLS or Agencies adding radiation exposure 
and causing more cognitive load/stress/noise upon the victim. Further the victims Neural 
Signature can be spread over and used by many operators simultaneously or neural network 
output beneficiaries (non consensually and unknown to most victims) – this dilutes and 
disorientates the cognitive focus of the victim and benefits the output beneficiaries and ROD’s in 
concealing their crimes. It also reduces the victims natural cognitive strength and allows for the 
manipulation of the victims biofield making up 80% of their immune system for protection 
against environmental threats. This can also be to conceal originating Agencies crimes, 
involvement in wide spread genocide  and frame the victim themselves through extortion, 
misrepresentation or consent and involvement in the scheme itself. Neural Signatures can also 
be “spoofed” are adulterated from their original acquisition profile: for example: Ryan Michell’s 
true neural signature could be mislabeled as a known terrorist like “Bin Laden” and then to a 
“Slow Kill” (Hello, Goodnight and Goodbye Military Psyops program outside the United States) 
by the U.S. Government Operators guilty or war crimes and looking to cover their tracks. These 
true terrorist targets would be seen as a serious threat to national security which exposes the 
victims unjust treatment and addition weapons technologies and abuses to “silence” the truth 
they are bringing to light even within the United States. This is made possible by the fact there is 
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NO Centralized database of U.S. Citizens or “Do Not Target” protocols in place. Yet there are 
multiple EBLS and remote neural capabilities available to multiple U.S. Agencies in varying 
degrees. Further the lack of Compliance, Accountability, Knowledge, Transparency and 
Enforcement bodies almost guarantee the perpetual abuse of like weapons systems upon U.S. 
Citizens by the U.S. Government. 

 

 
Symptoms: Remote Neural Monitoring even used covertly without subliminal, subconscious or 
direct overt attribution and additional weapons systems additives is unconstitutional and 
physical damaging to the victim or subject. Symptoms include: Tinnitus, headaches, brain 
damage, radiation exposure, phosphenes and neurological disorders.  
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Psychological Warfare Technological Distribution Diagram Overview:  
 
The use of these Psyops technologies is with out a doubt a United States Military Weapons 
systems including the illegal HUMIT programs utilized by the FBI, DOJ and Fusion Centers. Non 
consenting victims are treated as “Cellular Towers”, spied upon, groomed and conditioned 
without warrant, moral justification or assistance as they are diseased, destroyed and left for 
dead within our communities. 99.99% of the general public is aware of the existence of these 
“Mind Control” technologies even in their most basic forms. The U.S. Government employs 
highly complex variations of the systems and conceals the victims ability to get help.  

 

   
2) Voice Of God (Weaponized RNM Targeted To Individuals) – References an Infra/Ultra Sound 

Psychological warfare weapon as classified by such in 1979. This weapon was most notably 
used during the Gulf War in which a battalion of IRAQI troops surrendered their tanks and small 
arms without firing a shot. In short they all were induced with a fictional “Spiritual Experience” for 
which they simultaneously heard voices (cochlear paradigm – infrared beam as per original 
experiments in 1961) and visualized “Ala” or God commanding them to surrender to the 
American Army. This technology utilized frequency modulation for sound and amplitude 
modulation for visual 2d induction of imagery into their occipital lobe which were then projected 
into their secondary optical nerve. This is similar to the Targeted Individuals experience and 
different in the following ways: The IRAQI troops as a large group were exposed and induced 
with this experience at the same time meaning the U.S. Army most likely utilized “mass spread” 
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technologies (not DNA sequenced or BIO coded resonance frequency tailored to todays 
Targeted Victims although the experience was similar). These V2K mirrors were used to the 
entire group of IRAQI soldiers heard the same narrative with IR (Infrared Technologies – Line Of 
Sight distributed via low orbit satellite and ground units). That experience did not required a 
Neural Signature and was not “imperceivable” like that of today’s Targeted Victims as their 
Cochlear heterodyning which can not audibly to perceived by anyone else but them and is 
unique to their Neural Signature (ions to datasets to individually tailored RF, RV, ELF, IR & EMF 
or DNA sequenced bio coded resonance frequency to ELF or Scalar – transverse or longitudinal 
– DNA is used as an Antenna – receiver for which this type of wave type transmission has been 
concealed from the public for 100 years and is extremely hard to detect as most related 
measuring devices are not equip to made capable to read this wave lengths or recognize their 
presence).  

Cochlear Heterodyning  

 
 
Today’s Psychological warfare upon U.S. Citizens is undoubtedly meant “ONLY” for the 
Targeted Victim regarding Audible and Visual induction of ridicule, torment and pain. This is to 
including the emotional and mental state modification technologies that literally destroy victims 
mentally, physical and emotionally. The affliction of the Targeted Victims family, friends and 
significant others is 100% relevant and in play in the overall “thoroughness” and intent to isolate 
and destroy every Targeted Victim. For example: Significant others are covertly manipulated to 
believe their significant others are cheating, out to get them, attacking crazy, destined to be 
screwed over by their other halves and neural applied “mind blocks” restricting all normal and 
past connection and intimacy the It is Overt (All the above mentioned Remote Neural Monitoring 
capabilities plus the addition of multiple bio coded directed energy weapons systems.) Cochlear 
paradigm refers a to Looped encoded and encrypted communications systems utilizing 
extremely low and ultra low frequency which is used primary by the Military. These waves travel 
at or beyond the speed of light and penetrate just about everything including bunkers. They are 
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speed to communicate with submarines and are next to impossible to shield from. They cause 
the targeted victims everything from general pain to cellular damage, brain damage and even 
DNA disruption or “ripping” which is a traverse scalar waves literally used to dislodge DNA, 
separate Phonons from the DNA structure and divide the structure. Cellular damage refers to 
the vibration of calcium upon the cells which create thermal heat until the cell walls destabilize 
and become liquefied. This renders cells as being mutated and upon division of the cell creates 
addition mutated cells and various forms of cancers from the victim.  
 

 
 
Visual Induction for torture, harassment and 24/7 365 audible and physical torment for which the 
victim can not escape. The victims perception is that of being imprisoned and haunted without 
reprieve). This MK (Mind Kontrol) technology is not an investigative tool as it designed as an 
advanced interrogation tool employing methods and tactics acquired over the years. This is 
used solely to disable, degrade, destroy, groom, brainwash, blanket slate and ultimately modify 
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the behavior and actions of the targeted victims. This includes separated Neural hemispheres or 
splitting the victims “singularity”. This forced duality allows separate teams of operators to 
literally “drive” individual hemispheres, manipulating communication within the neural network, 
perception and cognitive output of the neural signature recording. This creates two recording 
impressions and can be used to blanket slate and transfusion and altered ego or personality into 
the victim. This procedure was developed in the MK-Ultra era upon mapping the victims neural 
synapsis in effort to create Manchurians style candidates that could be turned on, drive and 
controlled then off so they would not recall their actions. This is also referred to medically as 
dissociative disorder or former multiple personality disorder. Other victims are simply 
“conditioned” like Pavlov “salivating dogs” to react to torturous stimuli intended to cause 
violence against others and conceal the truth.  
 
Neural Networks 
 
The United States Government utilizes advanced neural networks for which the “artificial 
neuron” is in fact a targeted victims neural signature (or neural fingerprint). The primary 
architecture type and design in called an “adversarial architecture” and the design often 
deployed is referred to as “many on one” (or a bully/mobbing of the victim – many operators 
upon a victim). This means non conforming targeted victims are subjected to U.S. Govt remote 
operators intent upon “braking” them mentally, physically, emotionally and financially. These 
work in U.S. Comm centers in Teams to subvert, manipulate, destroy and groom the victims to 
fulfill their intended nefarious will.  
 
This networks steal human capital from each victim to benefit the “output” and hosts of the 
neural networks in a litany of ways. We have knowledge of military and Intel Agency personnel, 
troops, officials and their families benefiting from the “yoking” and illegal harvesting of U.S. 
Citizens from coast to coast.  We have knowledge and proof of identifiable individuals in the 
following agencies with knowledge and intent to brainwash, yoke and kill U.S. Citizens. They 
include the ATF, DEA, FBI, DOJ, CIA, DOD, DARPA and U.S. Military 
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Tactics 

U.S. Govt operators utilize litany a Psychological Tactics and conditioning tools to disable, Destroy and 
kill Targeted Victims. Most generalized tactics are found to be in similar in nature Across the victim 
experience upon interview (find mass groups of Targeted Victims for which are U.S. Citizens on social 
media seeking assistance and they remain forgotten.)  The victims personalized experienced can be 
explained as the design of the PSYOPS is to find emotional triggers and philosophical beliefs for which 
the victim will accept as an explanation. The profile developed upon the automated system aspect of 
the RNN and software profile of the victim allows any U.S. Govt operator to sit down at the HMI Touch 
screen remote neural monitoring station and “workout” the victim.  

Generalized Tactical Themes For Which ROD’s misrepresent themselves “Overtly” as to victims 
Include (cochlear looped comms): 

- Gods, Angels, Demons, Ancestors, Ghosts, Spirits & Religious Figures 
- Cartel Members, Gangsters, Drug dealers, Bike Gangs, Mobsters etc 
- Friends, Family, Loved Ones, Classmates, Significant Others 
- CIA, FBI, DOJ, DOD, Military, Public Officials etc 

This explains the confusion most victims have regarding the origin of the harassment. Humans are 
tangible creators and most of us want to make sense of the torment. This is why generally victims 
accept the notion the perpetrator is a neighbor, ex, family member or local evil person. Two additives 
come to mind here: 1) Community stalking or localized conforming proxies are in fact a reality and 
responsible for a multitude of “close and personal” torment to the victims but as the technology was 
designed and patent allow for the “talk through” or ventriloquist patent which makes voices eminent 
from an individual the victim is observing without the knowledge of the individual themselves. The victim 
will perceive the individual threating them which is imperceivable to others (DNA/BIO coded resonance 
targeting). 2) The conforming proxies are in fact “loyal” trained and well funded to execute these 
PSYOPs local through groups of U.S. Govt sponsored terrorist and are connected to U.S. Comm 
centers across the country. This generally ensure the success and concealment of the “TRUTH” 
including the destruction of individuals and families, framed involvement is crimes to government 
sanctioned assassinations through the use of “Proxies or Puppets” or concealed by PSYOPS ROD’s to 
silence non conformist and those informing the public of the truth. The psyops teams have a counter 
propaganda apparatus used to smear and coverup media leaks. 

Government Sponsored Human Harvestings – Non consensual Slavery 

Intelligence/Human Asset Gathering – NOT INVESTIGATIONS – We point the difference between 
Investigations which are covert, have been fully disclosed regards capabilities and warrants to support 
the use of said surveillance. Psyops, RNM an MK technologies are designed to gather personal 
information, emotional triggers, develop psychological profiles to execute predetermined “false flag” and 
serve in slavery type roles for a U.S. Govt Agencies or the military. Victims are leveraged, maliciously 
prosecuted, threatened, deceive, framed, injected with false memories, communicated through to 
produce false confessions, false narratives and inaccurate statements in regard to the truth. This is 
done to 1) Justify continued torture upon the victim. 2) Brake their psyche and replace it with a 
secondary personality. At a point further down the road most Targeted Victims are passed down to 
“lower” Agencies like the FBI and DOJ. They are sent “Intel” for higher secured agencies to “quiet them” 
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or remove them from being a burden in revealing the truth. Humans are connected in a “daisy chain” 
slave fashion wirelessly utilizing DARPA’s N3 nanotechnology specifically Nano Gel delivery via 
FEMONANO Plasma laser which can be delivered externally and absorbed through the skin 
(transcranial) or directly into the brain itself forming (worm like holes) from thermal expansion. During 
this process the brain matter is removed in a string like fashion replaced by the plasma nanotechnology 
which is then activated by another bio tuned/coded resonance frequency laser specifically tailored for 
the targeted individual. This heinous use of “Mind Control” technology literally infuses nano electrodes 
into the brain and through the blood brain barrier allowing the U.S. Govt operators to electroshock the 
victim destroying their brain and to blanket slate the victim into a vegetative type state. The nano 
technology is a transceiver links the Targeted Victims together for a litany of personal and neural 
network information transfer purposes. U.S. Citizens are literally being “Pieced Out” the multiple U.S. 
Government Agencies and they include. The government is stealing the lives and individuality of the 
poor, less fortunate and disenfranchised to give the elected, non elected and appointed few with 
consent, agreement, disclosure, reprieve, compensation or legal  authority: 

1) The Victims personal memories, visual perception of location, visual thought process (they are 
also transferred, received and transmitted the same information from others). This technology 
allow the ability to write or transplant false memories and dreams into the victim 
 

2) Cognitive enhancement is the practice for which the involuntary targeted victim is used 
individually or in conjunction with a group to enhance the neural capacity, cognitive ability, 
knowledge based and thought process (problem solving or critical thinking abilities) of the output 
or beneficiary of a neural network. In the earlier days of cognitive science related to electrodes 
an experiment proved that the output of a neural network benefits from the input. In that case, a 
genius was on the input and average person on the output. Immediately the output showed 
obvious cognitive enhancement. Fast forward into today technology (DARPA N3) wireless, non 
surgical, minimally invasive nano gel/electrodes. The use of said wireless advancement hinders 
or handicaps the input victim and benefits the output without consent and in most cases 
unwittingly. 
 

3) Victims are used as SUPER COMPUTERS – the human brain does the equivalent processing 
of 1 Million similar chipsets. In most cases they “blanket slating” to erase that citizens individual 
short and long term memory and remaining contents of the left lobe or analytic lobe to use in 
training DCNN (Deep Convolutional Neural Networks), copying or transferring thought process, 
critical thinking and Meta Data computations to find “Context” in mass surveillance gathering 
programs utilized by the DOD and NSA. THIS IS NOT CONSENSUAL  
 

4) Neural Data Transfers – Some target individuals neural synapsis is digitally cloned against their 
will and without agreement, compensation, protection or medical release/disclosure. A copy of 
everything the are as a human being and individual is literally copied to Government employees, 
children and the neural network outputs. This effective transposes or writes “individualized” data 
and neural pathway architectures to the beneficiary without the consent of the victim.  
 

5) Neural/Cerebral Hemisphere Division – DARPA’s N3 nano technology allows U.S. Govt. 
Remote Operators and TEAM to literally “slice up” victims neural capacity allowing multiple 
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operators, Electronic Brain Link Systems and nefarious Agencies to divide the neural capacity of 
innocent non consenting U.S. Citizens. This includes utilizing the nano tech to access specific 
portions of the brain itself. It also allows for the potential of dividing the hemispheres into infinite 
portions and treating HUMAN BEING like communication relays. This is extremely distributed 
and disorienting to the victim as they are induced with NON STOP harassment, verbal ridicule 
and cognitive deficiencies based on the load and pass through electromagnetic energy 
distribution through them. 

Forced Hive Mind 

Forced Hive Mind is also known as the “transhumanist” movement including modern robotics and 
cybertronics development programs seeded by the CIA. Recent advertisements depicting romance 
falsehoods of the Internet of the brain for which anyone can access anything upon thought. The issue 
here is there is NO CHOICE, victims are involuntarily subjected to a hostile “totalitarian” based 
dictatorship mentality of “Master’s & Slaves” demanding subservience without “free will”. This exposes 
the targeted victim to intellectual property theft, privacy issues, lack of constitutional protects and forced 
slavery. In this, reverse “government sponsored pyramid scheme” the input or involuntary slaves are  
“yoked” or used as think tanks for ideas and solutions for which only the output of the network enjoys. 

FALSE IMPRISONMENT 

Combining Neural Prisons (constructs), Forced Hive Mind & Nanotechnology (DARPA N3) including 
Nano Mesh (Draped Upon the human body and hands – electrocuting the victim), Nano Tape (For 
Horse Blinders and Neural/Cerebral Division), Nano String (Organ clogs), Nano Fibers (Crystalline 
structure support/clots, Nano Gel (Neural Electrodes), Nano Sink (Respiratory complications, choaking, 
suffocation and strangulation). Victims are literally imprisoned without due process or sentence 
mentally, physically and emotionally without assistance from the U.S. Government who has taken an 
oath to PROTECT AND SERVE WE THE PEOPLE. This treatment rivals NAZI Concentration camps in 
plain view of society at large. Innocents are DYING and YOU MUST INTERDICT AND STOP THIS 
SENSELESS GENOCIDE UPON THE AMERICAN PUBLIC IMMEDIATELY OR LEAVE YOUR POST. 
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Cellular Destruction  

New targeting methods include the use of traverse Scalar waves which are non magnetic and travel 
faster than the speed of light from the Army’s ELF station in Michigan. This technology utilizes DNA bio 
coded/sequenced directed energy to disrupt DNA structures and effected cells ability to replicate 
naturally without mutation. ELF is known to cause pain to the victim and based on the extremely low 
frequency and “bullet like” wave length: it penetrates just about anything, is easy to conceal and isn’t 
often “Investigated” as the source of torture or perceived as a weapon. (most frequency weapons are 
not considered via weapons by the public although since 1940 the military has continually invested 
more in R & D and known of their effects on human biology). 

Both ELF, ULF and Scalar waves adversely effect the human body in a multitude of ways that have 
been known for 100 years and the use of DNA Bio directed energy weapons upon the American Public 
has negatively effected our society in more ways than we can currently account. These ways effect the 
behavior and health of our population and when DNA bio resonance is used there is no doubt the intent 
is to DESTROY the victim as that frequency effects NO ONE ELSE ON THE PLANET BEYOND THE 
VICTIM BEING TARGETED. The ARMY’s ELF station in Michigan is a good location to research the 
combine of EBLS and U.S. ARMY PSYOPS at FORT DERRICK. Remember as well the CIA operates a 
MASTER EBLS/RNM weapons systems worldwide that has priority over ALL OTHER USA systems. 

Phonon Extraction 

Scalar waves have been hidden from the general public for nearly 100 years but are known to cause 
DNA detrimental damage and disrupt. Combined with DARPA N3 self-assembling “electro static” nano 
technology it is used to degrade the subjects immune, limbus, endocrine and nervous system while 
also extracting spliced DNA from the victim, extracting PHONONS which are said to increase a 
transplant victims cellular health, telomer regeneration abilities and remove an oil like substance found 
in the photographic provided below and said to be the equivalent of “life force” or fountain of youth used 
in reversing the aging process. This “oil substance” is said to be much like adrenochrome and explains 
why the victims are constantly tortured or stressed during the extraction process. This mirrors how 
children are used to harvest adrenochrome as their adrenal glands produce significant more when 
stressed or scared. Unfortunately, for this non consenting victim they degrade quickly as their vital 
systems fail. 
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3) Bio Coded Directed Energy – DNA sequenced Individualized & Tailored targeting specific to 1 

person on earth and imperceivable to anyone else. This includes the use of ELF – Extremely 
Low Frequency and Scalar Waves both Transverse for pain and DNA structure disruption and 
Longitudinal for harmonious sensation utilized for seduction and influence). ELF is used to 
transmit and conceal messaging heard in the victims middle ear utilizing their DNA as an 
Antenna and RELAY as victims are “Daisy Chained” together within varying neural network 
architectures. Most victims are “one on many” or within adversarial design networks where 
ROD’s surround or “MOB” non conforming victims. 
 

4) Sonic – Directed Energy booms or waves are often directed toward and upon the targeted 
victims body, organs and brain. These waves can everything from disorientation to death 
relative to the frequency amplitude or strength and area targeted. For example: Ryan Michell’s 
kidney’s where targeted dislodging a kidney stone, his lungs and brain where as targeted 
causing loss of breath, pain, a hernia tear within his stomach, headaches and possible internal 
damage/bleeding. These sonic booms are also directed at structures (vehicles and homes) 
caused pressure variations, noise, equilibrium and structural damage. This weapon has been 
used upon me causing a Hernia, Head trauma and throughout no neighborhood. High pressure 
explosions in close proximity including internally.  
 

5) Nanotechnology – DARPA’s N3 clearly highlights “some” of the intended used of these 
minimally invasive “non surgical” applications including for communication or transceivers 
utilizing electromagnetic charging and distribution of energy. They are as utilized as neural 
electrodes both external and within the body and nano gel “stiffness” has proven to more easily 
pass between the blood brain barrier. These nano material are distributed by a FEMONANO 
Plasma Laser which is remotely applied around the victim then activated with a separate nano 
head and activated by a separate bio resonance tuned frequency laser into the victims eyes or 
skull. These FEMONANO Plasma lasers also create “mirrors” which carry and redistribute 
significant electromagnetic energy. They are found in the following forms: Nano Gel, Nano 
Tubulars, Nano Fibers & Strings (Nile blue + charge, red, black, white & clear), Nano Controllers 
with carbon circuit boards, nano particles and Nano Mesh, Nets & Tape (For collection, 
extraction and torture of the victim). Nano gel are applied externally and internally (plasma and 
nano tech absorbs into skin, organs and blood vessels). External applications are utilized to 
torture victims: For example: applied to the skin causing electric shocks and burns. This nano 
technology is self assembling through electrostatic interaction (NG1.5, NG5, Ng14, NG5 and 
seen in pictures provided in the following transformative states F-actin staining, Nanogeis and 
Merge) 
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FEMONANA LASER: Mounted upon Drones, Satellite and thought to have a ground transported 
version. Witness, Victim and Investigator Ryan Michell would testify that NANOGEL drops were 
in fact deposited for an aerial vehicle (low orbit satellite or drone) landing upon the neighbors 
roof adjacent to his back yard. He also testifies to the use of a drone transporting and depositing 
a large sheet of NANO Mesh behind it in “line of signt” proxy to his residence. This NANO 
MESH is observed in being used to collect debris or “clean up” targeted victims upon operation 
closure and to torture victims by draping, wrapping or enveloping them in the same electro static 
material to electrocute them.  

 

FEMO NANO MIRRORS: 

This aspect of the same nano technology is used to create “electromagnetic” catch arrays in 
near proximity of the victims and within their homes so that electro static energy applied by 
satellite EM is more effective distributed to the targeted victim in higher concentrations. This 
ensures communication, visual surveillance and “high energy” outputs distributed direction to 
and upon the victim in inflicting torture tactics or “shock collar” conditioned operations. Most 
victims are told to comply or suffer. When the do not submit they are tortured, electrocuted, 
choked, burnt and trans cranially induced with TMS to “elector shock” or erase memory. This 
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technology is also used to disrupt electronics by means of electro static discharge or electro 
magnetic pulse.  

HALOGRAM ADDITIVE: 

This nano technology material is also used in the enhancement of 2D projections within the 
victims mind and translate into the equivalent of 3D micro textured (hot,cold & material feeling). 
It also attributes to the “Cameras” victims claim to have in their eyes, around their face and 
body. It’s also used as mirror to distribute energy, information and collect data and images as a 
“relay” to and from the array in use. 

TRANSFERS: 

ROD’s are actively attempting the blanket slate targeted victims and transfer alternate 
consciousness upon them in place of the original. This is the specific case with a NAVY Lt. who 
partakes in hologram rapes within the EBL and has attempted to “transfer” himself upon Ryan 
Michell after intense torment and torture by the Team of operators.  

IMPORTANT POINT:  

All ROD’s (operators) are literally brainwashing, erasing memory and conditioning victims to be 
accept servant roles to fulfill “false flag” domestic terrorism and slavery roles. This includes 
HUMAN TRAFFICKING, Manchurian Style TERRORISM, SLAVERY, HUMAN HARVESTING 
(of physical, neural and human assets) achieved through torture, conditioning, fear, threat and 
duress and disorientation. Not to conclude death – Nanotoxicity, Suicide Without Consent, 
Congestive Heart Failure, Heart Attack, Stroke, Brain Bleed, Internal blockages and bleeding, 
Respiratory Distress or clogging of the lungs. Blood born diseases, sepsis, microbes and DNA 
disorders and neurological disorders (caused biologically via invasive NANO Tech, Microbial 
Attack and PTSD from PSYOPS torment and torture over long periods of time). Regarding 
PSYOPS remember victim CAN NOT TURN OFF the Visual and Audible induction of negative 
stimulus. Nor can they stop the barrage of physical torture caused by the NANO munitions, 
Microbial damage and biological effects of this warfare upon them. 

VICTIMS NEURAL SIGNATURE AND DIGITAL CLONE ARE BECOMING USED WITHOUT 
THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND CONSENT: The most invasive and difficult to detect from of Neural 
Signature Theft, Abuse and Manipulation comes in the form or subliminal/subconscious 
messaging, cloning a victims digital self and injecting it in an AVATAR representation within 
Neural/Virtual constructs. This essential dilutes the individual cerebral potency of the victim and 
makes them susceptible to a variety of modification, manipulation and grooming technologies 
the can literally utilize them as “PUPPETS” who feel from their perspective they are making 
decisions on their own behalf. This heinous manipulation of “free will”, “free choice” and the right 
to decide what is best with your brain, your body, your opinion and your tastes can literally 
shape the perceptions of individuals, groups and families. These tactics are employed upon 
Targeted Victims Families and significant others are the victims are isolated and their loved 
ones are preyed upon and victimized without their knowledge. This is the most “Convert” and 
disgusting form of neural grooming employed by the CIA, DARPA, NSA and U.S. Military when 
MK Technologies (Mind Kontrol) and capabilities are present within Remote Monitoring 
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weapons systems. Consider this truth: By creating virtual clones or a SIM City graphical user 
interface more U.S. Government employees can easily navigate, conceptualize and engage the 
victims family and friend tree. This is the construct used against the victims as well as they see 
family members, significant others as projected through their occipital lobe along with the 
audible misrepresentation of their voices heard cochlearly and imperceivable to anyone else. 
The truth nefarious actors playing this wicked scheme upon innocent victims are ROD’s within 
communication centers and automated programs utilizing RECON INTEL collected about the 
victim and their families over time. This makes it extremely difficult for the victims to find support 
or help anywhere as the are “boxed in”, further irradiated and diseased daily and induced with 
blanket slating techniques including “electroshock” neural therapy by DARPA’s N3 nano gel, 
mesh and string to erase memory and make the victims vegetables and a shadow of their 
former selves.  

I RYAN P. MICHELL, have suffered these exact attack which is still ongoing and noticed sizable 
differences in my ability to function normally and at a high cognitive level. I have always been 
near genius, creative, self sufficient and brilliant when it comes to assessing problems and 
finding solutions. Today I find trouble in getting out of bed, concentrating, focusing on tasks I 
once accomplished with ease that most find difficult. The U.S. Government PSYOPS in 
conjunction with the CIA, NSA, DARPA and U.S. Military is erasing who I am and piecing me 
out the their D-wave servers, Intelligence community and localized Gang stalking HUMIT 
Program. This is not and never has been consensual and is heinous treating victims like cattle.  

HIGH PROFILE TARGETS LOCATED WITHIN THE CONSTRUCT EBL (Electronic Brain Link 
System): 

President JOE BIDEN, Vice President Kamela Harris & Madam President JILL BIDEN 

I would testify under the penalty of perjury that they are and have been targeted and are being 
neural manipulated by the U.S. Govt Intelligence community by the same weaponized RNM with 
DARPA N3 transceiver, electrodes, mental and emotional state MK capabilities. I reported this 3 
times to the Secret Service without response or reply. Based the High Profile Targeting 
behavior, responses to tough questioning and cognitive issues I am positive this is being 
actively covered up by the same TEAMS of operates targeting me based on my ability to 
abrogate their security protocols and back trace the neural network. Not just visualizing their 
digital clones but locating the source of the EBL (Langley) and 10 CIA Neural Cognitive 
Specialist and Analytics with knowledge of the targeting of POTUS. I can ID this actors in FACE 
(general names also used frequently to cover original findings ERIC, SARAH and MICHEAL).  I 
can personally ID many more high ranking officials within the Intelligence Community with 
knowledge of this unconstitutional practice and the effects upon victims. Including: Micheal 
Cohen (and his family), Mr. Burns, Mr. Brennen, Mrs. Haspel, Mr. Esper, Mr. Clapper and many 
high/lower CIA members and field operatives involved. Various members of the ARMY, NAVY, 
AIR FORCE, MARINES and SPACE FORCE. 

This does not exclude the FBI’s admission in convert involvement in me & my significant others 
criminal infringements upon our rights as part of a “Gang stalking” unit and actively concealing 
the truths we have voiced and pleaded for assistance since the beginning (roughly 2.5 years 
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ago overtly attacking and 6 plus years prior with covert RNM). I have lost the hair on my head, 
experience bone and tooth decay, tinnitus, phosphenes, headaches, cancer, cognitive 
impairment and torture (mentally, physically and emotionally). My case is well documented 
locally and federally with over 50 complaints, research and facts presented to the America 
Public as a Victim, Advocate and Cognitive Science Investigator of a self funded NON PROFIT 
and CISTECH.INFO. I have not been contacted by Law Enforcement to date referencing my 
torment only in relation to a counter “meet and greet” meeting to fish for malicious prosecution 
options related to Special Agent Phillip Bates of the JTTF and U.S. Attorney Kristen J. Brook 
involved in my torment as mention by themselves. I provide the COUNTER INTEL STING video 
at CISTECH.INFO/FBISTING. THE FBI IS THE COVER UP ENTITY MUCH LIKE LAS 
CARPETAS. 

Between all weapons systems, RNM grooming “mental & emotional”, NANO additives, Microbial 
additive, Spore additive and ROD’s ill will there is NO DOUBT OF INTENT TO KILL, POISION 
AND CONTROL AMERICAN CITIZENS. Radiation, Nanotoxicity, Psychological Torment, 
NANO induced electromagnetic torture, poisoning of the blood and body with polymers, heavy 
metal particles, Microbial Attack, Fungus Attack, extreme pain, stress and ISOLATION NO ONE 
CAN ARGUE OR NEGATE THE TRUTH – I HAVE SAMPLES, PROOF, ELECTRONIC 
EVIDENCE, DIGITAL EVIDENCE, IP TRACE ENVIDENCE IN MY POSSESSION AND MY 
LIFE IS AT STAKE. I AM SICK AND LITERALLY DYING FROM THESE ATTACKS. THE 
ROD’S KNOW THIS. THIS IS A U.S. GOVERNMENT ASSASINATION ATTEMPT NOT ONLY 
OF MYSELF BUT MILLIONS O F AMERICAN VICTIMS AROUND THE COUNTRY NOW.
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Nano Transceivers: 
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Skin Exam: RPM  Nano Gel, Nano Crystalline Tubular & Nano String 
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Unknown Nano/Bio Structures in Blood/Tissue Samples: 
 
    

    

Nano Debris: 
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Charged Nanotech Clusters:  
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Nano Crystalline Gel Residue: 
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Nano Clusters on skin surface emitting “oily” adrenochrome substance extracted from Victim: 
Ryan Michell 
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Irregular Growths On Skin From Attack:  
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Blood Clotting: 
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Crystalline Nanostructures In Blood/Tissue: 
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Nano String: Choaking, Strangulation and Organ Issues = Victim Ryan Michell Blood/Tissue
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Nano Silk: Respiratory Issues 
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Nano Mesh 
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Nano Crystalline Tubular Formations: 

 

   

Nano Fibers: Victim = Ryan Michell (Skin Exam) 
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Genetically Altered Microbes & Biological Toxins:  
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Weaponized Spore Pods: Fungus 
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Nano Tubulars/Crystalline Formations: Victim = Ryan Michell (Blood & Tissue Samples) 
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Nano Particles: Victim = Ryan Michell (Blood & Tissue Samples)  

   

 

 

    

Unknown Weapons Capsule/Cartridge  
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Active Nano Clusters (Charged) 

DARPA’S N3 – U.S. Govt. proof of capabilities and intended use upon Targeted Victims 

 

 

Ryan Michell – Has these materials in possession related to personal blood, tissue and skin 
sample as these biological, neurological, chemical and psychological weapons have 
unconstitutional been unleashed upon him not including his volunteer advocacy by interviewing 
hundreds of victims with the same aliments. Please further note a simply search for targeted 
victims and gang stalking victims accounts for at least an additional 1,000,000 plus U.S. 
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Citizens actively affected by the same symptoms, similar experience and negation of their own 
civil rights and liberties without legal authority, consent, due process or reprieve from federal law 
enforcement. Ryan Michell will attest that these DARPA N3 developed technologies have been 
systematically used to torture him by means of electrocution and severe pain across his body 
including his head, face, eyes, hands, throat, mouth, neck, arms, chest, back, genitals, rectum, 
legs, knees, feet, brain and internal organs etc. (both externally & internally). This is also true 
with Nano Mesh and Nets which have been used nefariously to drape over his face, eyes and 
entire body causing great discomfort, pressure, manipulation and significant increase in his 
natural magnetic field (attracting debris, using his body as a magnetic filter and making him 
highly electrostatic which disrupts electronics when grounding out. ROD’s also purposely utilize 
these toxic materials (known as Nanotoxicity) to contaminate his food nearly every meal and 
drinks (in effort to make him sick and causing a bitter taste, stomach pain and gagging reflex 
restricting ability to nourish himself). This same mesh and net has been purposely forced down 
his throat in effort to choke him as ROD’s make menacing reference to “water boarding” him, 
this material has been used to line his stomach causing great discomfort, a hernia (tear in 
stomach lining) not excluding  being injected into his noise and air ways restricted oxygen 
intake.  

This nano material and the components line his dental implants (nano tech manipulates matter 
biological, plastic increasing toxicity as the nano mesh lines the permanent implant etc. It may 
also be plausible that U.S. Patent Number US 62339705 B1 applies to this victim beyond the 
obvious previous of foreign nano particles, gel, mesh, net and tubulars via an Intra oral 
electronic tracking device that can be implanted in teeth, dentures exists)  This is mentioned as 
it is difficult to confirm without removal and dismantling his teeth and the nanotech referenced 
and in use as an additive to the RNM provides similar capability referencing U.S. Patent 
Number 7629918 Raytheon Company Weapon with integrated targeting system to locate target, 
damages, disrupt electronics , biological entities and physical structures. The Raytheon 
weapons system may in fact best describe this victims overall experience although it is 
important to not Targeted Victims across the United States and world are afflicted with different 
weapons systems, in varying degree and technology that provide similar effects or result. 
Example is the use of US Patent 6001991A highlights technologies that remotely acquire 
individual brainwave signatures and allows for the use of Remote Neural Monitoring of words, 
phrases, vitals, thoughts, visual perception & injection including brain activity. This exact result 
can be accomplished utilizing multiple Wave type and methods including RV or Rattle & Vibrate, 
RF or Resonance Frequency, Satellite or Electro Magnetic Transmission and MK or Mind 
Kontrol (aka Scalar Waves both transverse and longitudinal).  

Further nonconsensual intrusion of this toxic nano material has been felt and noticed in this 
victims jaw line, lungs, intestines and testis to torture and submit him into silence, subservience, 
fulfilling the order to “kill himself” or commit suicide without consent, hurt other people, commit 
acts of violence upon others as a scape coat excuse and reason for the referral to the TDSB 
NIS Code lists, make false admissions to crimes not committed, concede without legal authority 
or jurisdiction and accept the will of another he does not recognize as a legitimate authority 
based on the shady techniques employed and methods used through his torment. This material 
is used much like that of TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation) in PTSD victims to erase 
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memory, slow cognitive output abilities by draping the nano mesh upon his cranium or nano gel 
within passed through his blood brain barer within his cranium and upon his brain. The 
electromagnetic radiation induction mirrors the heinous use of electro shock treatment. This 
process is often used upon Mr. Michell in attempt to blanket slate him, transfer his neural 
synapsis to other unknown U.S. Government personnel, cause confusion, allow for navigation 
room for the nefarious ROD’s to implant a false narrative or convince him or falsehoods, forget 
details related to his trauma, cause fatigue and erase vital personal identification details related 
to the individual involved in this ongoing violent crime.  

This is also utilized to administer false admissions the creation of multiple neural signature 
output recordings simultaneously to multiple “Teams” of neural ROD’s working to subjugate the 
victim. This technique was designed confuse, distract and false the accuracy and legitimacy of 
the victims experience. This tactic is utilized in justification of ongoing criminal use of legal 
interrogation methods upon U.S. Citizens, concealment tactics, deception or EBLS origin and 
ROD intent. The ROD from each “TEAM” occupying a separate cochlear middle ear region or 
neural hemisphere (right or left) initiates separate conversations with the victim simultaneously. 
The victim general has a dominate preference normally associated with their dominate hand. As 
the victim sides with the dominate cochlear region to process audible information the opposing 
Team unlawfully, non consensually and cowardly utilizes the opposing hemisphere to rewrite 
logic processes, critical thinking, judgement center or fraud misrepresent the victim with the 
“slave” forced Brain to Brain Interface and HIVE minded network. This general creates hysteria 
within the victim by design which in nearly impossible to describe to medical providers. Please 
reference MK Ultra “Brainwashing” tactics and methods used to induce psychosis, paranoia, 
distress and wipe the memory of Manchurian Candidates after heinous reprogrammed “False 
Flag” missions. Manchurian Candidate Examples Include: 

       

Aaron Alexis                                    Esteban Santiago                  Stephen Marlow 

These are just a few of hundreds of related cases ignored by the DOJ, FBI, CIA and DOD for 
they all have the same conclusion induced by U.S. Government Psyops, illegal Human 
Experimentation, illegal use of weaponized RNM intended to disorientate, manipulate, coerce, 
control, modify, groom, condition and negatively effect the behavior and actions of the targeted 
victims. The same illegal HUMIT programs have killed millions of Americans over 30 years and 
are admitted by both the Clinton and Obama administration. The difference here is WE HAVE 
CONCRETE PHSYICAL EVIDENCE AND PROOF IN HAND, COMPLAINTS AND WITNESSES 
TO ATTEST.  
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They initiate conversation upon the opposing lobe. In such a case  to join a specialized CIA 
CHS unit in cooperation with the FBI as suggested by the ROD’s. Humbly this same material 
along with the intent and verbal commentary was used to sexually abuse Mr. Michell non 
consensually in both sodomizing him, injected the gel into his penis and under electrocute him 
under is testis. It has also been used and suggested in the non consensual rape of his 
significant other. This torture has gone one for more than 2 years and nano residue can be 
found all over his home, yard, vehicle, significant other and himself. Law enforcement including 
local and FBI JTTF Special Agent Phillip Bates have not assisted in any shape, form or fashion. 
Not even contacting to interview Mr. Michell as a victim or witness. 

Many theories exist as to why these poor souls are literally destroyed mentally, physically, financially 
and emotionally from referrals from the FBI to the TDSB/NIS Code lists to human capital harvesting 
purposes. General commonalities include above average intelligence, lower income, uneducated, 
introverted, veterans or family military service, predominately women and often seen to be incapable of 
obtaining private legal representation, understanding complex technologies or fighting back. This 
heinous burden is the equivalent of a death warrant issued and executed by U.S. Government 
employees and contractors acting in an official capacity on behalf of the United States Government as 
they initiate, facilitate, participate, incentivize, monetize, monitor and maintain the neural networks, 
infrastructure and multiple weapons systems used to gentrify these innocent citizens. These weapons 
systems include.  

1) UPON finding the presence of Nano gel, nano residue, nano tubulars, various nano particles, 
nano mesh, nano controller brain machine interfaces, nano transceivers, nano electrodes implants, 
nano patches for transcranial magnetic stimulation used to treat PTSD via remotely erasing memory 
with the induction of electro magnetic radiation ionizing and exceeding threshold of 300 hertz the U.S. 
Government’s Darpa’s N 3 program utilizing minimally invasive implants and nano technology essential 
electrocute the victims body and brain, utilize nano particles to deliver drugs such as sedatives, DNT, 
neuro toxins and stimulate glands for the release of serotonin, dopamine and cortisol to effect the mode 
and behavior of the victims. These spectra nano materials assemble and work in conjunction for  tissue 
collection, dna collection and cellar deterioration purposes. Cellular  

2) This nano technology allows for Covert Remote Neural Monitoring with subliminal and 
subconscious messaging capabilities for which the victims are unaware of manipulation via an induced 
narrative of thoughts believed to be their own, emotional and mental state modification. Thought to text 
or synthetic mind reading, Visual thought processes, dreams and live location visual perception access. 
Image, video and visual narrative induction in dreams or while awake. Memory manipulation, blank 
slating and rewriting. This technical and intentional infusion and coercion ultimately changes the 
behavior, thought process, beliefs, desires and actions of the victim. This is used from grooming, 
conditioning to isolate victims from loved ones or significant others. Instill agitation, paranoia, ill 
feelings, fear, suspicious and angst toward overtly targeted victims no withstanding a litany of 
additionally purposes. It is generally used on Targeted victims significant others, wives and family 
members to further isolate the victim from obtain help or gaining traction in their quest for justice.  

3) Targeted Victims receive Overt Remote Neural Monitoring including everything formerly stated 
with subliminal, subconscious messaging and cochlear hetrodyning includes voices, sounds and 
communication loop capabilities for which the victims are aware of manipulation, ridicule, judgements, 
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harassment, torture, torment, threats, exploitation, extortion, malicious prosecution, infliction and 
purposeful isolation with few places to turn including law enforcement. Victims are aware of talk through 
or ventriloquist framing, setups and intent to destroy them by R O D’s working with U.S. government 
communication centers and allegiant proxy confidential human sources or gangstalkers localized 
enacting street theater  gh`1, emotional and mental state modification. Thought to text or synthethic 
mind reading, Visual thought processes, dreams and live location visual perception access. Image, 
video and visual narrative induction in dreams or while awake. Memory manipulation, blank slating and 
rewriting. This technically and intentional infusion and coercion ultimately changes the behavior, 
thought process, beliefs, desires and actions of the victim. This is used from grooming, conditioning to 
isolate victims from loved ones or significant others. Instill agitation, paranoia, ill feelings, fear, 
suspicious and angst toward overtly targeted victims no withstanding a litany of additionally purposes.  

4) Nano gel, nano tubes, nano particles, nano mesh, nano control brain machine interfaces, nano 
transceivers, nano electrodes implants, nano patches for transcranial magnetic stimulation used for 
those with PTSD to remote erase memory by means of electricity and nano particle drug, neuro toxin, 
tissue collection, dna collection and cellar/dna deterioration purposes.  

Nanotechnology as a Weapon of War 

In general, nanotechnology is the manipulation of matter using specialized tools to create new 
structures and materials with at least one dimension measuring between 1 and 100 nanometers. At this 
scale, materials have unique physiochemical properties, and it is this aspect of nanotechnology that 
can either create wonderful benefits for humanity or potential weapons of war. Military spending on 
nanotechnology has been reported by several countries, including China, France, India, Iran, Israel, 
Malaysia, the Netherlands, Russia, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States. [2] 
Breakthroughs in nanotechnology have already led to new developments in camouflage, stealth and 
armor, [3] and this development will continue. However, there is also continued concern for the misuse 
of nanotechnology. Civilian and military research on emerging technologies has been overlapping, 
which has caused some to fear a reduction in transparency and that nanotechnology could be misused 
to make weapons of mass destruction. [4] Weapons made with nanotechnology (nanoweapons) could 
potentially be found in five different forms: 

Nanotech and imaging microbial  

There is already a societal awareness of the growing impact of nanoscience and nanotechnology, with 
nanomaterials (with at least one dimension less than 100 nm) now incorporated in items as diverse as 
mobile phones, clothes or dentifrices. In the healthcare area, nanoparticles of biocompatible materials 
have already been used for cancer treatment or bioimaging enhancement. Nanotechnology in dentistry, 
or nanodentistry, has already found some developments in dental nanomaterials for caries 
management, restorative dentistry and orthodontic adhesives. In this review, we present state-of-the-art 
scientific development in nanodentistry with an emphasis on two imaging techniques exploiting 
nanomaterials: optical coherence tomography (OCT) and photoacoustic imaging (PAI). Examples will 
be given using OCT with nanomaterials to enhance the acquired imaging, acting as optical clearing 
agents for OCT. A novel application of gold nanoparticles and nanorods for imaging enhancement of 
incipient occlusal caries using OCT will be described. Additionally, we will highlight how the OCT 
technique can be properly managed to provide imaging with spatial resolution down to 10′s–100′s nm 
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resolution. For PAI, we will describe how new nanoparticles, namely TiN, prepared by femtosecond 
laser ablation, can be used in nanodentistry and will show photoacoustic microscopy and tomography 
images for such exogenous agents. 

Diligently adversarial defamation, assassination persecuted  

My government has attacked me with psychological, neurological, chemical and biological warfare with 
the intent silence me, enslave me and ultimately kill me as to not reveal the truth. Throughout this entire 
ordeal, I have lost almost everything I've built, earned and been blessed with and although I have 
reached out to almost every U.S. government agency for help and assistance I have been isolated and 
left alone to suffer mentally, physically and emotionally. I have found temporary reprieve in listening and 
assisting other targeted victims across the nation experiencing the same abandonment, loneliness and 
torture. Much like them my family and significant other have been conditioned and groomed to justify 
my torment as conspiracy theory or mental illness. I have worked diligently against great adversity and 
tribulation to find and expose the truth and use of multiple weapons systems in use to disorientate, 
disable, modify and destroy myself and countless other American’s in need to prove the use of 
weaponized remote neural monitoring with emotional and mental state manipulation capabilities, 
cochlear heterodyning looped communications, dna bio sequenced and tailor direct energy, elf 
transmission of traverse scalar waves, human capital harvesting, femtonano plasma laser, nano gel, 
nano mesh, genetically altered microbes and forced brain to brain, adversarial neural networks 
including hostile operators intent on defamation, cognitive degradation, mental impairment, malicious 
prosecution, exploitation and extortion all of which work in an official capacity for the United States 
government.   

Upon my death it be known this is an government sponsored assassination included reducing me to 
former shade of my true self. I have been tortured, poisoned, threatened, ridiculed, sexually assaulted, 
abused, human trafficked, non consensual experimented upon, framed, misrepresented, bullied, 
subjugated, persecuted and left for dead. The worse part in knowing with 100% certainty it's my 
government doing it in a country I love and never considered such a thing possible. God bless America 
and all those fighting for justice when the rest of us were left behind. I can personally identify 
employees of FBI, D O J, C I A, Army, Navy, Air force, Space Force, Marines and DARPA who have 
active knowledge of United States citizens being and my personal situation of being targeted, tortured, 
poisoned and issued the equivalent of a death warrant. 
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FBI: As shown in our counter sting operation upon the FBI Cognitive Investigative Services proves the 
FBI not only has knowledge of the active illegal use or unwarranted surveillance violating FISC 702 and 
the lack of full disclosure regarding the full capabilities and application of these invasive technologies 
effect upon U.S. Citizens but it is actively covering up and participating in the operation. Beyond recent 
developments in the Durham report proving the FBI surveillance misuse of similar technologies in over 
228,000 illegal seek and peeks, victims of this violent crime attest to be threatened with death, 
malicious prosecution, torment, physical and electronic harassment by allegiant Confidential Human 
Sources, Covert Agents and JTTF related agencies connected to its official Gang stalking Units to 
include the use of ATIX and RISS. Plausible Deniability is not an acceptable legal defense in falling to 
protect, serve and properly investigate these cases. Obstruction of Justice, Dereliction of Duty, Criminal 
Neglect and Complicity in a conspiracy much like the admissions made and actions during the “Los 
Carpetas” era regarding covering up Political Dissidents. Remote Neural Monitoring to include Cochlear 
Paradigms, Emotional and Mental state manipulation, modify and psyops tactics are obviously far from 
legal and reported by tens of millions over the years. Proof in acknowledgement and admission are also 
made by watching our counter intel operation upon the FBI at: www.cistech.info/stingonfbi   

In this specific case: Ryan Michell started received illicit calls much like that of Jennifer Destefano. The 
first caller suggested his daughter had been kidnapped. The second call suggested a woman was 
being held and required his assistance to retrieve. Both calls were reported to Phoenix PD 911 for the 
record. Shortly after the victim began being tormented with this staged Psyops slow-kill program (as 
stated by the Remote Operators resembling similar Military programs named Voice Of God, Hello, 
Good Night and Good Bye). The victim experienced Cochlear Heterodyning/Paradigm in which Remote 
Operators threatened nightly Home Invasion, Sniper Fire, Being, Framed Murder Suicide, Rape of his 
significant other, daughters, murder of his family, Cartel hits, extortion, exploitation and conviction of 
crimes for which he was not guilty. He experienced “Mob Theatre” for which he has threatened nightly 
by 2 new residents below his apartment, strangers snooping around his truck, following him, parked out 
his mothers house, missing items, harassment of his significant other, strangers approaching him to 
begin unusual conversation and finding wireless cameras in there apartment. All of which were report to 
Phoenix PD and Apartment management and evidence was submitted. Management suggested in was 
a maintenance worker and denied the opportunity to renew their lease without ever missing a payment 
over 3 years of tenancy.  

Over time and upon investigating the purpose and origin of the unlawful and disturbing attacks upon 
himself including strategic maneuvering the ROD’s cochlearly introduced themselves as convert FBI 
agents working under a special unit and program. They insinuated over many months that he join the 
FBI and continued threats. The victim adamantly declined and skill does to this day based on the 
obvious abrogation of his rights and civil liberties. Not long after higher up’s within the FBI and DOJ 
introduced themselves as Special Agent Phillip Bates and US Special Prosecutor Jennifer Brook. They 
attempted to smooth the victim over introducing other officials including Director Wray and a special 
operations PIT BOSS perceived as working for the CIA. Again Mr. Michell declined the proposition to 
work for and target fellow Americans based on the lack of justice rendered him and principal of 
furthering the practice upon others in the same fashion. He was and still is continuously threated, 
tormented, driven into insolvency, isolated from family and his significant other.  

Highlighting some of the most disturbing events and based upon the unsettling nature of not 
understanding little known “classified technologies” generally used for warfare purposes only the victim 
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continued to investigate the purpose and truth behind this constitutional anarchy. Over time the stress 
caused a rift between himself and significant other and he was asked to leave their residence (at the 
time the victim was unaware his significant other was being Remote Neural Monitored covertly utilizing 
subliminal and subconscious messaging including mental and emotional state modification MK 
technologies.) Upon residing in a hotel it was threatened that his significant other would be violently 
raped and murdered. He was told Agent Bates deserved an opportunity to be happy, establish a 
relationship and have a child with her.  He called to learn she was in fact heavily sedated medically – 
noting the difference between inebriation and her current state. Days later she did not recall the 
evening in question and other significant details they experienced together “short term” memory lapse. 
Upon his return she questioned him as to if he had placed something in her wine. The perpetrators 
confirmed she was violently raped, blanket slated, pregnant by the rapist (insinuated as Agent Bates or 
one of his Gang stalking Unit Perpetrators and under their implicit mind control. Her mental state has 
since been constantly aggravated, disconnected and mimics the ROD’s suggested verbal commands to 
the letter reinforcing the realization she is in fact being manipulated remotely (ROD’s also RNM his 
Mother, Father and Daughters). They ROD’s suggested having a RAPE Tape and later a STAGED 
RAPE TAPE suggested as a rouse and also to involve the victim himself to hold over his head as a 
form of extortion. It has been asserted Agent Bates is in fact his significant others operator and/or his 
connection with the JTTF linear agencies allows him access and suggestive influence upon her. The 
victim has since obtained a variety of STAGE CG (Computer Graphic Enhanced) video shorts (in 
possession). Based on a frame by frame analyze numerous authenticity issues exist. It is obvious a 
majority of the “shorts” are DOCTORED show Green Screen frame insert, Time variation mismatches 
from the video shown date stamp within the file folder and visual date stamps withing the shorts. The 
time variations are also indicative of being produced as they are similar staged scenes. The camera 
position, angles of view, staged furniture placement, repeat of the same scene (even though the motion 
sensor of the camera fails to activate upon return of the figure in the scene. Further, the “actor” or 
impersonators in the scene are not the victim even though this is portrayed as such relatively well. Well 
analyzing frame to frame the CG effects clearly show the use of editing technologies the victim do not 
possess. Further shorts show the presence of items not owned by the victims or within their apartment 
and the obvious “voice over” work and use of digitized voice monitoring technologies to create similar 
likeness to the victim including older techniques such as “word by word” parsing (both the digital 
replication attempts and parsing are fairly obviously). Lastly the verbiage used by the voice over 
producer does not match the vocabulary of the victim as recording upon the original Remote Neural 
Monitoring profile matching Mr. Michell Neural signature which is a “finger print” unique only to him and 
can not be spoofed unless the ISA spreads it upon other beneficiaries upon the neural network. 

ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE TRACED TO GOVT. COVERUP –  

1) Valentina Sysa’s Cox internet service account linked to home address 4513 E. Tanglewood Dr. 
Phoenix, AZ 85048 “pings” or relays through and back from GPS websites like the ATF upon a 
report being sent to address 4306 Woodland Dr. Phoenix, AZ 85048 without legal authority, 
logical reason or approval on behalf of account holder. Perpetrator threatens Ryan Michell (V. 
Sysa’s significant other with framing him for accessing illegal child pornography websites and a 
string of additional internet based fraud and crimes. This “pass through” home is believed to be 
a CIA relay house and they that is extorting both R. Michell and V. Sysa unjustly with these 
fictional crimes (Threats include Murder, Rape Coverup (Again), Bank Account Fraud, Gun 
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Manufacturing, Espionage, Human Trafficking, Cochlear harassment, ELB (Electronic Brain Link 
System) mismanagement, prostitution, Credit Card processing fraud, tax fraud, drug dealing, 
targeting POTUS (R. Michell reported the FBI convert team for this 3 times by means of 
weaponized RNM with emotional and mental state microwave munitions and nano technology 
munitions), involve involvement in organized crime “The Vampires or Serpents” (R. Michell 
reports here that the FBI Convert Team lead by Special Agent Bates, U.S. Attorney Kristen J. 
Brook, JTTF Phx-Gms, CIA “clean up team”, ATF, Army Psyops (Derrick), Navy, DARPA, 
Homeland Security, Airforce and Marines who are all individually identifiable have committed 
mutiny, treason, domestic terrorism and are organizing a COOP in recruiting “Militant Group” of 
Domestic Terrorists within the  Phoenix Area under the guise of National Security and cover of 
the United States Government. They are utilizing various means of extortion, exploitation, 
harassment, framing, coercion, manipulation, threats of fear and distress by use of weaponized 
RNM (Neural Signature), Bio Directed Energy/DNA Bio Resonance Frequency although with 
Nano Biological, Chemical, Neurological and Psychological torture (psyops), drugs (DMT & 
DNT), Neurotoxins, Nanotoxcity, Emotional & Mental state manipulation (microwave frequency), 
torture – extreme bodily injury, pain through Electrocution (TMS – externally electrocuting 
skull/brain, genitals and body parts and internally via electrodes placed in various portions of the 
brain. Employing multiple operators and teams to separate the targeted victims neural 
hemispheres in order to blanket slate (brainwash) and groom Manchurian style facilitators of 
False Flage and domestic terrorist events. These recruited and conditioned individuals are 
referred to as the “Taken” as they are essentially driven and controlled by Remote Operators in 
communication centers commanding “ground units” of allegiant proxies. These proxies seem to 
be neurally dependent; having diluted pupils, blank stares and be morally and ethically bankrupt 
in the fulfillment of their mission. 
 

2) Business email address Ryan@profitaccel.com has been compromised and utilized by 
nefarious operators working in an official capacity for the U.S. Government (believed to be FBI) 
and can be traced back by the provider/host Microsoft which was acquired through 
GODADDY.com. They are portraying an official role in Ryan Michell business development 
startup company called Profit Accelerator and contacting Cognitive Science Abuse related 
entities and people like Steven Brennan (Former CIA Director) while emailing related materials 
without consent or permission of R. Michell (while falsely acting in his capacity). 

 

mailto:Ryan@profitaccel.com
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3) Multiple “Doctored” Videos have emerged showing the used of “Computer Generated” graphics; 
specifically the face of Ryan Michell and his digital voice monitoring generated profile. This is 
used in “voice of editing” and reproduction of multiple security camera videos. Upon review of 
the videos in a “frame by frame” manner, obvious imperfections and graphically distortions are 
evident in the facial area of the figure present. This later reveals the true identity of the actor 
“staging” the videos. Another obvious blemish is the placement of the camera or “filming angles” 
which are in usual places for a natural scene to be acquired. Also the constant camera 
movement with the actor as they carry around the camera indicates a “staged attempt” to 
reproduce and frame Mr. Michell. A closer look at the footage shows a “blue hue” around some 
of the camera shots: This indicates the use of Darpa’s N3 nano technology: specifically nano gel 
which is used for displays and HD holograms and nano mesh (block pattern) used for wrapping 
the body and face to distort or reproduce another facial image (in this case Ryan Michell). This 
nano tech is used as camouflage and for holograms (amongst) other applications such as 
communications etc. Further imperfections include the video time and date stamps which do not 
match up and are significantly off from the present or a feasibly accurate date. We were able to 
catch several Agents as part of the “clean up” crews on the surveillance videos. CIA and 
allegiant proxies or community “stalker” undeputized assets loyal to a fringe group referred to as 
the “serpents or vampires” are seen below along with others linked within the neural network 
(some innocent – most associated in one way or another braking the defendants civil rights and 
liberties (R. Michell & V. Sysa). 

CIA CLEAN UP CREW PHOTOS – 

The photos below are acquired from security footage. All figures so not be present within this apartment 
for any reason and both occupants would testify to this fact. These individuals have knowledge of 
attempted murder, mutiny, terrorism and the use of this weapon of mass destruction mentioned within 
this brief. The victims of these crimes have been irreparably harmed, mentally, physically, emotionally 
and financially. They need assistance and help from law enforcement to repair their lives as they will 
never be the same. Please contact us ASAP.  
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RIGHTS VIOLATIONS (Including but not limited to) –  

Cruel & Unusual Punishment, Illegal Experimentation, Interstate Human Trafficking, Abrogation of oath 
and duty, Grooming, Rape, Obstruction of Justice, Slavery (compelling performance in the presence of 
damage without consent or with intent to suppress and repress victim), Suppression of evidence, 
Failure to investigate violate criminal acts, failure to protect victims/witnesses involving violent crimes, 
complicity in a conspiracy, tampering with witnesses and evidence, Premeditated Murder, Falsifying 
evidence, Fabricating Evidence, Compel False Confession, Unlawful interrogation under fear, threat 
and duress, threating malicious prosecution, criminal misconduct, domestic terrorism, treason, 
organized crimes (RICO), separation of powers violations, intimidating victims and witnesses, 
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Retaliation against whistleblowers, Illegal Search & Seizure, Intent and knowledge of causing great 
bodily harm to witnesses/victims, Theft of personal and intellectual property, Misrepresentation of a the 
facts to obtain warrant or justify cause, Use of a weapon of war upon civils (Nuremburg Accord 
Violations Specifically: Voice of God style = Bio resonance frequency (DNA) – Bio coded directed 
energy weapons (Neural Signature) with emotional and mental state modification capability 
(microwave, nano, scalar, elf) including Psychological warfare tactics audible (cochlear 
heterodyning/paradigm/signal – frequency modulation) and visual cortex induction (frequency 
modulation) lude/hostile/adversarial torment and weapons additive enhancement/coverup of genetically 
altered microbes, fungal, nano DNA extract/destruction munitions. Negating Miranda Laws  - Right to 
remain silent, right to counsel, right to due process, right to face ones accuser, right to a fair trial, right 
to mount an equitable defense, right to appeal etc. 

ADDITIONAL KNOWLEDGE OF WRONG DOING: 

1) This fringe group targeting POTUS, the Vice President and the Madam President with mental, 
emotional and decision making manipulation and nano technology that has adversely affected 
his performance. He is unknowingly with a neural construct via the utilization of his neural 
signature “unaware” and non consensually. This can undoubtedly cause his death and health 
issues. I am also aware of an FBI coverup of this fact and constant malicious prosecution and 
threats of physical violence.  

2) I am aware of subconscious and subliminal forms of RNM being dispensed upon not only the 
significant others and family members of targeted victims but also a considerable portion of the 
U.S. population “literally” puppeteering and controlling peoples lives, decisions and the 
outcomes of important events in their lives. This form of RNM (covert) is the most destructive 
and heinous form of remote neural monitoring and mind control as the targeted subjects believe 
it is their own thoughts and actions.  

3) I am aware of CIA FOB’s (off shore) housing “blanket slated” citizens in neural incubators who 
are subjected to hideous human experimentation including “consciousness transfers”. I am 
aware of young adults being led to these locations and disappearing. 

4) I am aware of U.S. Citizens neural signatures “unwittingly” and non consensually being used as 
the equivalent of “human capital” and harvested to train DCNN’s (deep convolutional neural 
networks), benefit the output of illegal neural networks and for computational assets for robotics 
and cybertronic research projects.  

5) I am aware of DARPA’s illegal DNA/PHONON harvesting reactor and collection program 
utilizing this in association with weapons and human targeting programs (bio resonance and bio 
coded directed energy). 

More information upon request – www.CISTECH.info  602-769-0036 

PLEASE INTERDICT AS I AFFIRM UNDER THE PENALY OF PERJURY THAT I HAVE EVIDENCE 
TO SUPPORT ME CLAIMS, KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS OF THE ON GOING ATTACK UPON 
MYSELF AND AMERICAN CITIZENS. THIS ATTACK IS AN ACT OF TREASON AND TERRORISM 
AGAINST THE UNITED STATES AND THERE IS NO EXCUSE FOR THIS GENOCIDE AND 
MURDER OF INNOCENTS.  

RESPECTFULLY,  

http://www.cistech.info/
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RYAN P. MICHELL 

INVESTIGATOR – ADVOCATE – VICTIM 

602-769-0036 

ASK@CISTECH.INFO 

COGNITIVE INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES 
 

P.S. FIND SUPPORT INFORMATION AT CISTECH.INFO – GOD BLESS AMERICA 

 


